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of $q$ at the nearest neighbors of $\sigma$ (see figure \[fig:spectra\]). Hence, this
suggests that ZF-MCT can be regarded as an approximate mean-field theory. Our

theoretical predictions show qualitative similarities to the numerical data from Ref.
[@tanaka2003self], where the intermediate wave number $q^*$ and the transition
are in a narrow regime of $q$. The theoretical data from [@tanaka2003self] cannot

yet be described quantitatively, although a model interaction potential similar to
that in the present paper and a truncation of equations (\[eq:QS\]-\[eq:Q\]) based on

the predicted $q^*$ and $T^*$ would yield good results. This is the subject of
ongoing work. Conclusion ========== We have numerically evaluated the full

frequency dependent density correlator (\[eq:Omega\]) and time dependent density
correlator (\[eq:Sigma\]) for the mode coupling theory for supercooled liquids. These

are compared to the simulation data from the mode coupling theory of memory
functions of the density correlator (\[eq:Q\]) from [@tanaka2003
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